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INTRO
This eBook gives you 3 ways to manage and amplify 

your performance culture:

STEER TOWARD A DYNAMIC 
PERFORMANCE CULTURE 
HR departments seek out new ways of driving performance management. For two 

reasons:

• The heavy and manual performance appraisal routine once every year has 
shipwrecked.

• Simple and dynamic tools today offers the opportunity to easily automate 
e.g. follow-up on goals, skill training and ongoing feedback.

This allows you to respond to the growing need for frequent feedback and ongoing 

performance and development conversations, based on facts and delivered in 

real-time. And you can implement the exact practice you want - one that: 

• Fits your company’s true culture

• Takes away time consuming tasks of traditional year-end evaluations and 

• Makes performance management meaningful to managers and employees.

Activity focused goals with feedback

Dialog based performance development

Performance reviews with training plans & 

continuous feedback

INCLUDES:
Guiding principles for a successful 
performance culture

Examples from the real world

Practical inspiration to shape and set your 
performance management in motion

Your organization’s 
performance culture can 
help you set a new and 
sustainable course.
”

Take your performance management to the next level BOOK A DEMO
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”

PERFORMANCE 
APPRAISALS CAUGHT IN 
A STORM

Saying goodbye to the yearly 

performance appraisals has become 

the fashion since notable brands like 

Microsoft, Netflix and Accenture first 

took the step & confirmed Deloitte past 

performance management was broken.

The performance management approach 

of yesterday often embodies a long-

winded yearly review and manual ranking 

of employees entangled in rigid paper 

forms. 

Today employees want to check in to get 

continuous feedback, development and 

training.

FACTS
Some of the shortcomings of 

yesterday’s appraisal cycle our 

customers have confirmed: 

• It only evaluates the past and is merely 

used to legitimize employee rankings 

and bonuses

• It costs man hours and emotional energy 

for employees, middle managers and HR

• It doesn’t promote actions that support 

the direction in which the organization 

wants to be heading

• It doesn’t give a useful answer to How 

do we develop people’s skills in a 

meaningful way?

By getting rid of bureaucratic 
annual-review processes—
and the behavior related to 
them— companies can focus 
on getting much higher levels 
of performance out of many 
more of their employees.

Ahead of the curve: The future 
of performance management, 
McKinsey Quarterly 2016

SET THE 
COURSE FOR 
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT 
THAT WORKS

But instead of simply skipping appraisals in 

exchange for a performance management 

practice adrift, organizations today have 

the opportunity to introduce a better 

performance management practice. One 

that is tailored to their specific needs and 

supports the organization’s identity. 

The initial task is to redefine what 

performance management should look 

like in your organization tomorrow. This 

comes down to your company’s individual 

performance culture. Or rather, cultures. 

For instance it’s likely that e.g. your sales 

organization has different performance 

metrics and varying values compared with 

your R&D team although both are part of the 

same organization. 

So there’s a basic need for a framework 

to carry the practice in a dynamic and 

operational way. HR and the business 

units need a tool to execute performance 

management tasks in a simple way. A tool 

that also allows you to embrace different 

variants of your performance management 

culture and to adapt and scale as your 

organization develops and grows.

Take your performance management to the next level BOOK A DEMO
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TWO GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES TO 
CAPTURE YOUR 
PERFORMANCE 
CULTURE

3 WAYS TO 
AMPLIFY YOUR 
PERFORMANCE 
CULTURE 
These three practical approaches can innovate your 

performance management:

• Activity focused goals with feedback

• Dialog based performance development

• Reviews with training plans and continuous feedback

The point is that you can choose one or combine the 

methods the way you want to accurately reflect your 

organization’s performance culture.

GET A HOLD OF 
YOUR VALUES 
Onboarding is one of the most important 

steps in ensuring your employees are 

engaged since it starts at the beginning. 

Disengagement can be avoided with 

onboarding since you provide them 

with the information they will need to 

successfully accomplish their tasks 

at the start. Seems simple, right? Well 

unfortunately due to a lack of onboarding, 

one-third of new hires tend to leave their 

jobs after only six months.5 That means 

you have less than six months to ensure 

engagement with your new hire.  

DEFINE YOUR 
OPERATIONAL 
MODE
Define the operational mode that fits your 

values and amplifies your performance 

culture. What should be the rule of conduct 

or performance management practice? 

This is where you determine:

• The overall method of how you want 
to put your performance management 
into practice and what tools to support 
this 

• Your goals and how you measure 
progress and achievements 

• Your processes - who does what and 
how often

01 02

Take your performance management to the next level BOOK A DEMO
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01 ACTIVITY FOCUSED 
GOALS WITH FEEDBACK 
Rating performance on quantifiable measures is a well-known 

approach, though often associated with the much-criticized traditional 

performance management. However, you may introduce change and 

still find it natural to evaluate the performance of employees and 

managers on result based and behavioral goals - at least in parts of 

your organization such as your sales teams. 

Measuring on what each of us brings to the table and what we 

do to achieve it are fundamental drivers to move the company 

forward in many organizational cultures.  But to get the most of 

performance management, especially in activity based organizations 

or departments, it’s essential to implement a structured process that 

weaves in ongoing feedback.

The issue here is to make sure that the goals you measure on are 

relevant and make sense to people, not to mention how you conduct 

goal setting and rating. Instead of looking only back in time, as was the 

case with past annual appraisals, organizations have an alternative. 

Today you can give feedback before, during and after a rating of an 

individual’s performance and make the feedback forward-looking. And 

you can set new objectives directly related to the employee’s job role 

and follow up to help the individual focus on becoming better at his or 

her job. 

This more dynamic approach will repair much of the lack of 

acknowledgement and motivation of past days’ performance 

appraisals.

Take your performance 
management to the next 

level

LET’S TALK

” Organizations that monitor behavior 
and provide developing feedback in a 
structured way have 31 % higher win 
rates than those who simply set goals 
and follow up. 

Source: CSO Insights, 2015

Take your performance management to the next level BOOK A DEMO
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HOW YOU IMPLEMENT 
FEEDBACK 

So what does it take to anchor the behavior 

you desire of your organization? What 

really helps people move? 

Training and maintaining the right skills 

of your workforce makes up only around 

10 % of what’s required to move people and 

change outcomes. Giving feedback and 

coaching the employee adds another 20 %. 

But then you still miss 70 % of the journey!

The biggest impact comes from the 

individual’s day to day work. Setting goals 

for the employee e.g. in the form of KPI’s 

relevant for their job, measuring ongoing 

performance and motivating using e.g. 

gamification and self-tracking accounts 

for 70 % in round numbers. It’s all about 

moving people in ways that are relevant for 

their job roles and making the journey of 

the daily work engaging. 

LET’S TALK

HERE’S HOW IT 
BECOMES REAL 
Take your performance management 

to the next level
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MAKE IT 
SIMPLE
• Set relevant goals for

departments and employees.

• Track and rate performance.

• Set new objectives.

• Give feedback that helps
the individual perform better.

• Deploy relevant information
and learning to build skills and
achieve objectives.

01 GROW SKILLS
Give employees access to relevant content 

and skills training. Providing people with 

the competences they need is basis for any 

performance enhancement. 

02 SET GOALS
Define goals in terms of the behavior, 

activities and results you desire. Express 

goals as measurable as possible, so you can 

follow up easily.

03 EVALUATE
Rate the employee’s improvements and 

achievements on a regular basis. Make sure to 

accompany each rating with a suitable comment 

that acknowledges the employee’s effort and 

explains the new evaluation. 

04 GIVE FEEDBACK
Set new objectives that support the employee in 

achieving his or her goals. Check in regularly to 

give feedback, guide and coach on the areas of 

improvement. 

Quick case

HOW YOU 
IMPLEMENT 
FEEDBACK 
GRAPE specializes in building performance development cultures and 
improved processes backed by digital tools that get the party going. 

Here’s the advice they give customers on how to implement a structured 
process with ongoing feedback. 

Take your performance management to the next level BOOK A DEMO
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02 DIALOG BASED 
PERFORMANCE 
DEVELOPMENT 
If rating performance on quantifiable goals doesn’t sound right, dialogs 

may be a better fit with your performance culture. Especially if you 

think the talent development is the key driver for performance. 

In a performance culture characterized by conversations and feedback 

the focal point is to have a productive ongoing dialog between the 

employee and the manager. The conversation and follow-up on agreed 

activities nurture the development of the employees’ capabilities 

and performance. This leads to an overall company performance 

improvement.  

However, some of the challenges are: How do we avoid verbal 

agreements between the manager and employee that they often forget 

anyway? How do we escape paper notes that disappear in drawers? 

How do we make the performance development dialog more present? 

How do we make it easy to follow up? 

” Regular conversations about performance and 
development change the focus to building the 
workforce your organization needs to be competitive 
both today and years from now.

“The Performance Management Revolution”, Harvard 
Business Review, 2016.

THESE FOCUS AREAS 
HELP YOU FORM A 
FRAMEWORK: 

• Give attention to how employees
develop in their jobs.

• Give them development-oriented
feedback and support.

• Check in regularly to maintain
an ongoing conversation.

• Make it easy for managers and
employees to engage and chat
anywhere and anytime.

• Use predefined templates with the
headlines for your conversations.

• Re-visit coaching conversations in
a log to reuse manager advice or
follow up on focus areas.

Take your performance management to the next level BOOK A DEMO
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LET’S TALK

HERE’S HOW IT 
BECOMES REAL 

Book us for an initial discussion and tailored 

demonstration.

See how THIS COULD WORKFOR YOU!

MAKE IT 
SIMPLE
• Set up a simple coaching

session template that focuses
on e.g. the employee’s
engagement, goals, activities
and development.

• Conduct regular employee-
manager conversations, e.g.
each quarter or month. Do it
online or face to face and make
notes of the important things in
your tool’s log.

• Follow up in new conversations
according to HR’s guidelines.

• Check in anytime to chat and
keep the conversation agile.
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03 REVIEWS, TRAINING AND 
CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK 
If you’re not quite ready to abandon traditional performance appraisals 

by now, you have probably given thought to what to put instead. Or 

how to keep the advantages of performance evaluations but at the 

same time renew your performance management to take up fewer 

resources and make it focus on developing people again. 

Because the need to develop people and take a professional and 

operational approach to performance management stays valid. 

Using the right digital tool today lets you run a dynamic approach. 

Simple, integrated workflows secure quality and timeliness in 

performance reviews and development dialogs. It’s quick and 

incorporates automatic skill training plans and triggers dialogs for the 

next period. And you can combine with continuous feedback.

”Without great and frequent coaching, 
it’s difficult to set goals flexibly and 
often, to help employees stretch 
their jobs, or to give people greater 
responsibility and autonomy while 
demanding more expertise and 
judgment from them.

Ahead of the curve: The future of 
performance management, McKinsey 
Quarterly 2016

CONNECT ALL 
CORNERS OF YOUR 
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT WORLD

• Leverage performance development
grids for review and easy visual
interpretation.

• Connect performance reviews directly
with 1-to-1 development dialogs - face
to face and/or online.

• Get the overview of current skills
and plan training to meet required
competences for each job role.

• Rate employees straightforward on
relevant performance metrics based
on full insight into development
over time and comment to give your
reason for the rating.

• Save time with templates to prepare
one-to-one meetings.

• Feel secure with automatic
invitations, notifications and
reminders.

Take your performance management to the next level BOOK A DEMO
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ENGAGE YOUR 
EMPLOYEES TODAY 
See how eloomi can increase your employee 

engagement levels within one week. Speak with one of 

our Product Specialist and learn how our product can 

change the way you do business.

SCHEDULE A DEMO

or visit us at eloomi.com

CUSTOMIZE YOUR 
REVIEW STEPS
• Manager reviews employee

performance.

• Manager and employee preparation
and monthly or quarterly follow-up.

• Review documentation is connected
with the platform’s other areas to
secure ongoing development and
conversation.

DYNAMIC 
CONVERSATIONS 
• Check in to give development-oriented

feedback and support.

• Get access to full coaching history
across employees and departments.

• Chat and get built-in notifications.

ASSIGN NEW LEARNING 
• Get full overview of all employees’

learning and training progress.

• Learn what are their primary skills
and what skills are they working to
improve.

• Easily manage new learning
assignments.

EMPLOYEE 
PERFORMANCE 
• Set treshold for desired performance.

• Get insights and check in to improve.

• Quit paper and forgotten agreements,
and get digital dialogues instead.

MAKE IT 
SIMPLE
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ENGAGE PEOPLE 
AND KEEP IT 

SIMPLE!
With eloomi you ensure that all managers and employees have performance data, feed-

back and development dialogs at hand with a single click. Anytime and anywhere. 

At the same time you avoid managers’ self-invented performance development methods 
that don't support what the organization wants.

How do you want to shape your performance culture? 

Get more inspiration on eloomi.com
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